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Tariff Industry, Assistance (Decision) Notice No. 1987/~ - cont'd 
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Description of Goods 

non absorbent foaming kraft paper 
Rice paper napkins 
Buster, ranger or tracksuits 

SCHEDULE " 
Applications Declined 

A two or three piece set of knitted fabric consisting 
of a top with a maximum chest measurement of 61cm 
(measured armpit to armpit) and/or a coat/jacket 
with or without hood made from knitted fabric. fhe 
max imum length of a coat shall be ·51cm*. Jackets 
must have a maximum chest me~surement (measured 
armpit to armpit) not exceed~ng 72cm, and a maximum 
length not exceeding 46cm and legless, or short 
or long legged trousers with a maximum waist, 
crutch, waist measurement of 51cm or maximum 
length of 56cm, whichever applies (NOTE: Where 
leg terminates in an e1asticised ankle band or a turn-up 
cuff, measurement along outside of leg to bottom 
of elastic band or to bottom of cuff when turned 
down, is not to exceed 61cm) 
-Po~iya';'id-ny-ion Jersey quilted fabric with polyester 
fibre fi 11 
Buster, ranger or tracksuits 
A two or three piece set of woven fabric consisting 
of a top with a maximum chest measurement of 61cm 
(measured armpit to armpit) and/or a coat/jacket 
with or without HCCO made from woven fabric. lhe 
maximum length of a coat shall be 51cm*. Jackets must 
have a maximum chest measurement (measured armpit 
to armpit) not exceeding 72cm and maximum length 
not exceeding 46cm and legless, or 
short or long legged trousers wi th a max ilnum 
waist, crutch, waist measurement of ~lcm, or maximum 
length of 56cm, whichever appli"s, (NOfE: Where 
1"9 terminates in an elasticised ankle band or a 
turn-up cuff, measurem"nt along outside of leg to 
bottom of elastic band or to bottom of cuff when turned 
down, is not to exce"d 61cm) 
Denim shearing pants 
Microphone mounting brackets 
Symmetrical brass inserts internally thr"aded 
Fertiliser peg roller metering unit 
Automotive seats with full steel shell 
El"ctric, coin operated, ride on, amus"m"nt machines 

Ref. 
No. 

621Oe>3F 
640448A 
601\00l\58J 

610803 

6'10504F 

621064 
601689J 
601701A 
5'104718 
6016258 
60173/B 

No. 22 

Dated at Wellington this 12th day of February 1987. M.J. 8ELGRAVl, Comptroller of Customs. 

BY AUTHORITY: V. R. WARD, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND-1987 

Price $1.32 (inc. G.S.T.) 65612E-87PT 


